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From the Shilin Team
By Daan van Esch

There are some true gems among the papers written by Leiden University’s
aspiring sinologists, but almost none are read by anyone other than the
responsible lecturer. We’ve long felt more could be done with those papers,
which is why we have now teamed up to create a new publication, Shilin,
of which you are now reading the first issue. If all goes well, Shilin will be
published twice-yearly, featuring abridged reports of the most interesting and
stimulating research done by BA and MA students.
We are hoping that, by publishing research from different fields, Shilin
will encourage interdisciplinary dialogue in the student body and the sinological
community at large. If it can, also help raise transparency and visibility of
research carried out by advanced undergraduate and graduate students, that
would be even better. What we are really hoping to achieve by publishing Shilin
is that students and staff get a better understanding of what others, sometimes
so close yet so far away, have been working on. This will hopefully lead to
debate and discussion, which is after all what science lives or dies by.
Shilin will publish abridged papers in Dutch or English. In this issue,
we are offering you research on Beijing’s city walls, Cantonese linguistics, a
banned book, and much more. For now, we are focussing on research done
by students reading Chinese Studies at Leiden, but we hope to be including
papers from students reading Japanese Studies and Korean Studies as well in
future issues.
Now that we are on the subject of future issues: we are giving away this
first issue at no charge, but that will sadly be unsustainable for future issues.
Therefore, we highly encourage you to subscribe! A subscription costs only
€10,- a year (that’s less than a few drinks) and there are discounts available for
members of the Studievereniging Sinologie (SVS). We will be sending future
issues of Shilin to our subscribers by post, although it will also be possible for
subscribers to pick up a copy in the Arsenaal building. To subscribe, or if you
want more information on subscribing, just send an e-mail to editor.shilin@
mail.com!
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As you can see, this journal is not quite the same as the Krant met
Karakter, the quarterly publication for students and staff at the Department
of Chinese Studies. We are publishing Shilin independently; this project does
not fall under the aegis of the SVS, which publishes the Krant met Karakter. Of
course, we appreciate the support they have given us so far and hope they will
continue to do so.
Many staff members have been kind enough to suggest papers for
consideration, and we hope we’ve made a well-rounded selection for this first
issue. We would like to thank them, our authors, and everyone else who has
given us advice or (financial) support. We hope we can count on you for future
issues as well.
Of course, we would welcome any comments and suggestions from you.
Please feel free to send us an e-mail, or to approach any of us in the corridors of
the Arsenaal building. We hope you will help us make this a success!
Yours sincerely,
The Shilin team
Daan van Esch (editor)
Pieter Jansma
Svetlana Kharchenkova
Rens Krijgsman (chairman)
Hanna Li (assistant editor)
Tom van der Meer
Sander Molenaar (secretary)
Kai Wing Wan (treasurer)
Melanie Yap (assistant editor)
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On the Search for Relevance and
Inspiration
By Prof. dr. Rint sybesma

Two of the polycephalic dragon-like problems that reportedly make life quite
difficult for toilers in science are, first, the problem of where to find relevant
information and, secondly, the danger of (super-)specialisation.
The first problem is clear: it is not always easy to find the relevant
research reports, the books, the articles and other writings on the topics that
one is currently investigating.
In every field and subfield, there is the well-known publication pyramid.
The top of this pyramid is formed by a handful of journals which are consulted
by everyone all the time. Right below the top, we find a layer of journals which
are consulted less frequently and by fewer people, and so on, until we get to
the bottom, where we find journals which are read only by the editors (and
sometimes not even by them). There is a similar pyramid of book publications:
books published in series and by presses which everyone knows one cannot
afford not to consult, all the way down to the books that even the series editors
never had a good look at.
And both pyramids are built on a foundation that exists of material
that for dozens of different reasons never even makes it to publication. Here we
find, among other things, Ph.D. theses, MA theses and BA theses.
The problem is that what is published (and where) may to some extent
reflect quality, but it does not necessarily have anything to do with relevance. It
may be excellent, but it may not be what one is looking for. At the same time,
things that are relevant may well be buried in the foundational dungeons of
these pyramids. But how would you know?
The second problem — the super-sub-specialisation issue — is actually
not that big of a problem. We happen to live in a time in which we (think we)
know a lot about many things and the only way in which we can get to know
even more about all these things is by specialising. And it is simply no longer
possible to actively develop useful expertise in different fields or sub-fields at
6
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the same time. That said, it is still important to look at what the neighbours
are doing, even if we do not involve ourselves actively in their quests. Reading
up on what happens in other fields is good for the overview and one’s general
knowledge, but it is also an inspiring experience. To see what their problems
are, how they formulate and go about solving them can give one ideas and
make one reflect on one’s own daily practice. Not looking at what happens
elsewhere is almost like depriving oneself of some good ideas.
The journal Shilin will do something about both problems. It will make
available reports on research that would otherwise be buried for ever and, even
though there is an areal restriction, it will do so without disciplinary boundaries.
In other words, what it is going to do is enlighten our lives: we will find things
we would otherwise not have found and we run the risk of being inspired at the
same time.
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China is een groot en divers land met een lange, rijke geschiedenis.
Daarnaast is China tegenwoordig ook een steeds belangrijkere
speler op het wereldtoneel. Alle reden dus om af en toe een blik te
werpen op het wetenschappelijk onderzoek over China!
Tegenwoordig is er daarvoor gelukkig het blad Shilin (士 林, 'Het
woud der geleerden'), dat vernieuwend onderzoek van ouderejaarsstudenten sinologie in Leiden publiceert. Het tijdschrift, dat
tweemaal per jaar verschijnt, besteedt aandacht aan de studie van
China binnen verschillende disciplines, van politicologie tot
letterkunde, van taalkunde tot geschiedenis.
Een abonnement kost bovendien slechts €10 per jaar, dus daar hoef
je het ook niet voor te laten. Neem voor meer informatie en het
aanvragen van een abonnement op Shilin contact op met:
editor.shilin@gmail.com!
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Spatial and Social Segregation in Chinese
Cities: the ‘Urban Village’ Phenomenon
By Svetlana Kharchenkova 1

A rural/urban dichotomy is no longer an adequate concept to describe the
complex processes going on in Chinese society. The economic reforms that have
been introduced in China since the late 1970s have triggered urbanisation and
rural-to-urban migration, the scale of which is unprecedented in the nation’s
history and unparalleled elsewhere in the world (Ma 2004: 246). According
to official estimates, there were about 70 million rural–urban migrants
working and living in urban areas in 2000 (Song et al. 2008: 314), and the
recent estimates put the number at 150 million (Zhang 2008a: 455). ‘Urban
villages’ (or chengzhongcun 城中村, lit. ‘village within a city’) are a product
of urbanisation and rural migration and a unique Chinese phenomenon. It
describes villages that were encircled by a city in the process of urbanisation,
but did not become part of the city. Even though surrounded by skyscrapers
and highways, they remain under the administration of rural government, and
most of its citizens are officially recognised as peasants. Offering cheap housing,
‘urban villages’ have become enclaves for migrant workers. Recently China has
seen a sharp growth of ‘urban villages’, which lack consistent regulation and
are often associated with social problems and illegality. While analysing the
unique Chinese phenomenon of the ‘urban village’ I will address the following
research questions:
What kind of space are ‘urban villages’, how do they reflect and affect
the social status of their residents, and how do different social groups
perceive ‘urban villages’?
This paper is based on the theory of space by Henri Lefebvre as
presented in his major work The Production of Space (1974), where he emphasises
the multifaceted nature of space as a combination of both the material and
1
MA Area Studies (Research) at Leiden University: Asia and the Middle East, specialisation
Asian Studies. E-mail: s.kharchenkova@gmail.com.
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the social (Lefebvre in Gottdiener 1985: 123). In particular, I apply Lefebvre’s
notion of explosion of space to the Chinese phenomenon of ‘urban villages’. By
explosion of space Lefebvre means stratified social relations with space, as in
modern cities social space has lost its “organic unity” and become fragmentised
into separate hierarchical ghettoes (ibid.: 127). Moreover, in my analysis of
‘urban villages’ I use Lefebvre’s ideas about the power of space to cyclically
reproduce social relations that may have produced it in the first place.
In terms of methodology, I base my work on existing studies and media
coverage of the issue. Previous studies of ‘urban villages’ have mainly focused
on the issues of property ownership complexities and government regulations.
By applying Lefebvre’s theory of space to ‘urban villages’, this project analyses
them as a unique space that reflects and constructs the social position of its
residents. In this paper I focus only on ‘urban villages’, as exemplified by those
in the southern coastal cities of Guangzhou and Shenzhen, and do not address
other types of migrant enclaves that exist in China.
Following this introduction I provide a historical perspective for my
case by explaining the tendency to blur spatial boundaries in China since the
late 1970s and by describing the features of China’s migrant population. Next
I summarise major characteristics of the ‘urban village’ as a unique space that
is neither urban nor rural; this is followed by the analysis of perceptions of this
space by different social groups. Finally, I draw my conclusions and address my
research questions.

Blurring spatial boundaries in China under reforms
The planned economy in pre-reform China strictly controlled the spatial
distribution of the population in accordance with the spatial structure of
the production system (Gu et al. 2006: 273). China’s government effectively
prevented population movement and urban spatial expansion by means of
the household registration system (hukou 户口) and the urban employment
system (danwei 单位). Whereas the hukou system prevented migration of
rural population into the cities, work units (danwei) determined the spatial
structure of the city by giving it a “cellular quality” (Leaf and Hou 2006: 556).
The existence of danwei obviated the need of almost any sort of urban spatial
planning (ibid.: 557) and allowed the government to maintain the urban sociospatial structure in pre-reform China.
The opening up of a market system following the initial economic
10
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reforms of 1978 has led to a profound transformation of China’s urban space.
Since the late 1970s, the link between workplace and residence has been
broken, and the cellular urban space of Chinese cities has been transformed
(Wu 2002a: 1084). China has witnessed accelerated urban land restructuring
and suburban land expansion (Wu 2002b: 162). The development of the private
housing market has led to increasing housing inequality linked to social status.
The rural-to-urban migration has been increasing sharply since the
control of spatial movement was relaxed in the mid-1980s (Gu et al. 2006:
276). Most migrants come to the cities of their own accord and are not entitled
to an urban hukou at their destination (Zhang 2009: 204). It is these migrants
that are usually referred to as the “temporary” or “floating” population (liudong
renkou 流动人口), since it is supposed that they will eventually return to their
hometowns. Many migrant workers do not even have temporary registration
in urban areas, and they therefore exist outside the official system. Despite
the changes in state policy toward rural migrants, the household registration
system still acts as an invisible divide separating rural migrants from urban
residents socially and economically, even though it no longer prevents them
from coming to the cities (Gu and Shen 2003: 116). As the hukou is linked
to social welfare, the “floating population” is denied many privileges the urban
population is entitled to, such as equal employment opportunities, low-cost
public housing and healthcare, as well as education for their children (Zhang
2008a: 459). In spite of the fact that migrant workers play a crucial role in the
development of local economies, they are frequently portrayed negatively by
the media as a threat to social stability and safety in the cities (Wong et al.
2007: 36-37). Moreover, urban residents often feel superior towards migrants
and treat them as “outsiders” (Lu 2006: 154-155). The “floating population” in
China’s cities forms a new social class in China’s previously homogenous urban
societies, a marginalised social group with few rights and low socio-economic
status (Shen 2002: 374). The massive presence of this temporary population
in cities is a major cause of social stratification in transitional urban China
(Zhang 2008a: 455).
Housing is arguably the central problem for the “floating population”
(Shen 2002: 368). China’s household registration system makes public and
affordable housing inaccessible to migrants (Li 2008: 285). Due to their limited
financial abilities, most migrants rent cheap accommodations on the outskirts
of the cities, stay at dormitories provided by the companies that employ them,
or simply reside in temporary shelters on work sites (Ma 2004: 246).
The influx of large numbers of migrants into the cities brought along
11
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not only social polarisation but also spatial segregation in China’s cities (Gu and
Shen 2003: 107). A significant amount of migrant workers are concentrated
in migrant enclaves and peri-urban villages, where they outnumber the local
residents by a large margin2 (Ma 2004: 246). They are discussed in detail in the
next chapter.

‘Urban villages’ as unique space
1. Characteristics of ‘urban villages’
‘Urban villages’ are a recent product of China’s urbanisation (Song
et al. 2008: 326). The term ‘urban village’ indicates the ambiguous nature
and transforming role of this type of newly emerged community (Guo and
Zhang 2006: 2). As cities expanded beyond their administrative districts,
villages became surrounded and absorbed by city expansion. But although
located in inner-city or peri-urban areas, administratively these settlements
remain classified as villages3 (Zhang 2009: 217). The original rural resident
communities, administrated by village committees, have been transformed
into semi-urban and semi-rural territory, where the housing ownership still
remains in the hands of rural residents, and the land use rights belong to the
collective (Guo and Zhang 2006: 2). These villages within cities, built by native
farmers, create a low-cost rental market and provide accommodation for the
rural migrants (Song et al. 2008: 326).
The number of ‘urban villages’ has been growing rapidly (Leaf and Hou
2006: 558). As of 2000, in the city of Guangzhou which has a population of
over 8 million, there were 277 ‘urban villages’ with approximately 1 million
inhabitants (Song et al. 2008: 314). In 2001, approximately 80% of Guangzhou’s
migrant workers lived in ‘urban villages’ (Li 2008: 290). In the city of Shenzhen
with its official population listed at around 9 million, there were 241 ‘urban
2
It is worth noting that the degree of spatial concentration of migrants is different for different
cities (Wu 2002b: 165). In Shanghai, for example, the temporary population is more spread out than in
Beijing, where the majority is concentrated in migrant enclaves (ibid.: 165).

3
This development is mainly characteristic of the cities in south China, such as Shenzhen and
Guangzhou, and their formation process and character differ from migrant enclaves in, for example, Beijing.
One of the major differences is that Beijing migrant communities are more homogenous in terms of place of
origin and occupation of its residents, they are more self-sufficient and cooperate more closely, while ‘urban
villages’ in Guangzhou and Shenzhen are heterogeneous migrant settlements, characterised by diversity of
occupation and birthplace. Moreover, migrant enclaves in Beijing officially belong to the urban area with all
the regulatory and administrative consequences, even though they are called ‘villages’.
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villages’ with total inhabitants of approximately 2.15 million in 2000 (Song et
al. 2008: 314).
Surrounded by the rapidly growing cities, ‘urban villages’ have benefited
from good locations and the government’s investment in public facilities in
the surrounding areas, which led to an increase in land value (Li 2008: 292).
However, it is not the municipal government that enjoys the profit from this
increased value but village committees and indigenous residents (ibid.: 292).
‘Urban villages’ are neither typical urban resident communities nor
typical rural resident communities in the sense that most agricultural production
ceased while the collective ownership of land and other assets remained (Guo
and Zhang 2006: 14, 16). In ‘urban villages’ farmers stopped being farmers
and became landlords, who earned their living by developing lucrative rental
properties collectively and individually (Li 2008: 292). Renting their abandoned
farmlands to factories, the villages enjoy “unimaginable income” (Siu 2005:
16). At the same time, being a part of the rural administrative system made
it possible to construct a substantial amount of inexpensive housing through
unregulated processes and rent them out to rural migrants (Zhang 2009: 217219).
The rural status of the villages made it easier for indigenous villagers
to lease rooms because of the lack of regulation, and it provided migrants with
cheap housing opportunities (Liu and Wu 2006: 614). ‘Urban villages’ play an
important role in providing low-cost housing for the large numbers of ‘floating
population’ who are prevented institutionally and financially from having access
to other types of urban housing (Song et al. 2008: 327), and allowing them to
reduce their living expenses (Zhang 2009: 216). As a result, in such ‘urban
villages’ migrants usually outnumber local citizens by a large margin (Mobrand
2006: 265-266). The concentration of rural migrants has made them de facto
migrant enclaves (Liu and Wu 2006: 615).
Since the governance of ‘urban villages’ is under the rural administrative
system, the design and construction of buildings and the plans for the
neighbourhoods are only subject to the approval of a village committee rather
than the city planning authorities (Li 2008: 290). The lack of regulation and
management has led to chaotic land use and slum-like settlements in ‘urban
villages’. Land use in these villages is extremely disorganised: residential,
industrial and commercial use of land overlap (ibid.: 290). In order to maximise
their rental profits, indigenous villagers build densely and as a result, the distance
between buildings does not meet the basic requirements of transportation and
fire control standards (Song et al. 2008: 317). Instead of mud and straw rural
13
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houses, these villages are usually filled with blocks of multi-storey buildings
made up of more than seven floors. Because of the extremely high density
these houses are nicknamed “handshake buildings” as it is possible for residents
to shake hands with their neighbours in the next house (Zhang 2009: 219).
Residential buildings are overcrowded, infrastructure and public facilities
are insufficient and substandard and the buildings are of poor quality and in
decayed condition (Leaf and Hou 2006: 558). The weakness of control has also
led to environmental and security problems in urban villages (Li 2008: 290).
Inadequate urban infrastructure and high density of housing and population
have together caused problems such as congestion, environmental pollution
and poor waste disposal (Song et al. 2008: 317). Furthermore, many social
problems such as violence, drug abuse, gambling, prostitution, and criminal
activity are associated with ‘urban villages’ (Zhang 2009: 217).
‘Urban villages’ share some of the worst features of shanty towns in
many cities of the developing world, especially Latin America (ibid.: 217).
However, China’s unique urbanisation pattern and the institution of household
registration result in the distinct character of ‘urban villages’ making them
different from Latin American slums. In China, the houses are built not by
migrants themselves, but by the indigenous villagers as a source of income to
replace agriculture. Thus, ‘urban villages’ are characterised by the co-existence
of two social groups, with living conditions of local residents being much better
than those of migrants (Guo and Zhang 2006: 19). According to Mobrand
(2006: 265-266), in spite of their contempt for migrants, indigenous farmers
are interested in ensuring that they stay. Sometimes they help their tenants
evade the police during raids and act as intermediaries, helping them acquire
necessary documents (ibid.: 265-266).
Being on the margin of official regulations and state control, as well as
in terms of their physical appearance and formation process, ‘urban villages’ can
be analysed as a type of informal space (Zhang 2009: 217). Zhang (2009) talks
about informal urbanisation, which refers to a spontaneous and unregulated
urbanisation process that exists outside of government planning. According
to Zhang (2009: 206), informal urbanisation often leads to the emergence of
“illegitimate communities/spaces”. As a result, “a horizontal socioeconomic
stratification or spatial segregation develops between the formal and informal
sectors/groups/space” (ibid.: 206). And the emergence of informal spaces results
in social stratification and inequality (ibid.: 205).
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2. Perceptions of ‘urban villages’
‘Urban villages’ are perceived differently by different social groups present in
the city. I will describe separately the attitudes of migrants and local residents
of ‘urban villages’, urban citizens and authorities.
“Floating population” (rural household registration)
As mentioned above, many migrants rent housing in ‘urban villages’ simply
because they have no another choice, as they cannot afford any other type of
accommodations. However, studies have shown that the increase in the income
of rural migrants does not lead to an improvement in their living conditions4
(Lin and Zhu 2008: 11) as they prefer to stay in ‘urban villages’. The main
reason for this is their “floating” characteristic and a “sojourners’ mentality”:
most migrants regard their residence in the city as temporary (Shen 2002: 375).
Being perceived as unprivileged outsiders in the city, migrants retain strong
connections with their places of origin and, contrary to what is usually thought,
many plan to eventually return home, where they can enjoy the advantages of
being local (bendi 本地) (Gu et al. 2007: 3). Indeed, according to Shen (2002:
375), the majority of migrant workers stay in the city only between one month
and one year. They do not consider themselves urban residents and remain a part
of their original rural communities (Lin and Zhu 2008: 11). Migrants prefer
to spend less on their temporary accommodations and instead to save money
for building good and spacious houses in their hometowns, which for many
are “the real embodiment of their housing conditions” (ibid.: 11-12). Renting
in ‘urban villages’ for migrant workers has an advantage of flexibility, allowing
them to quickly react to sudden changes in their work circumstances, while
being affordable at the same time (Shen 2002: 375). Thus, as ‘urban villages’
provide inexpensive, albeit often sub-standard, housing, they are perceived by
rural migrants as sufficient for their needs.
At the same time they rely on their native-place networks when living
in the city. Most migrant workers are referred to work in the city by relatives
or home-villagers (Mobrand 2006: 269). Some ‘urban villages’ are formed by
people with a common place of origin (laoxiang 老乡)5 .
4
According to Lin and Zhu (2008: 11), this is typical of the “floating population” and uncommon
for urban residents in general: the existing studies on housing in urban China find that education and income
tend to have significant and positive effect on living conditions

5
This is especially characteristic of the migrant settlements of Beijing with its Zhejiang village,
Xinjiang village, Fujian village, Anhui village and Henan village (Ma 2004: 246). In such migrant
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Another important factor in the perception of ‘urban villages’ by the
migrant population is their relative freedom. In most official senses such
villages do not exist (Mackenzie 2002: 313). The “floating population” in
self-sustaining migrant enclaves is outside the formal control of household
registration, danwei or neighbourhood associations (Wu 2002a: 1077) and
is virtually invisible to authorities (Speak and Tipple 2006: 181). Almost all
of the residents lack an urban hukou, the doctors and teachers are unlicensed,
and no services are provided by the government (Mackenzie 2002: 313-314).
‘Urban villages’ are totally isolated from the urban space surrounding it (Di Dio
2007: 40). Although excluded from many entitlements provided by the state,
the migrant population of the ‘urban villages’ at the same time enjoys more
autonomy beyond the watch of authorities.
Indigenous villagers (rural household registration)
The local rural population of the ‘urban villages’, which is outnumbered by
migrants, has a different perception of this space. The fact that their villages
became encircled by the city has presented them with a golden opportunity.
Since village land became prime real estate in areas of rapid economic
development, the villagers have benefited enormously from the rentals they
collectively provide to factories and members of the “floating population” (Siu
2005: 7). According to Guo and Zhang (2006: 19), rental of housing and land
constitutes the major source of income for indigenous villagers. Unlike in prereform China, when urban household registration was a ticket to a better life,
now ‘urban villagers’ are reluctant to give up their rural hukou. Life in ‘urban
villages’ has many advantages, such as the permission to have two children6
and most importantly, access to the dividends from renting communal land.
Indigenous villagers try to avoid living outside the ‘urban village’ even if they
communities (which radically differ from those analysed in this paper), people from the same place of origin
form the majority and they are usually engaged in the same occupation (Mobrand 2006: 268). In the bestdocumented Zhejiang village in Beijing, for example, Wenzhou natives engage in the garment business.
They obtain their cloth from Zhejiang villages, and the products are then produced, retailed, wholesaled, and
transported exclusively though networks of fellow townspeople, most of whom live in the Beijing Zhejiang
village (Solinger 1999: 230). Such places are self-organised and self-managed, and all matters related to
housing supply, building remodelling or addition, as well as the terms of rent are private matters without
interference from the state (Ma 2004: 246). Ma (2004: 246) calls it a “unique form of quasi-privatisation of
urban space”. According to Chen and Sun (2006: 526), scholars Ma and Xiang analysed how native-placebased identity and social networks played a crucial role in creating different but spatially distinctive migrant
enclave communities in Beijing.
6
In accordance with China’s birth control policy, urban residents are only allowed to have one child
per family, but rural residents can have two per family.
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work in the city out of fear of losing out on collective dividends (Siu 2005: 17).
An example provided by Siu (2005: 17-18) demonstrates the attractiveness
of ‘urban villages’ for the indigenous population: the daughter of a villager
was an underprivileged peasant until she married a city resident in the early
1990s and was transferred to a city unit. However, soon afterwards the village
became prosperous in the land rental business. The transfer made her ineligible
to receive dividends from the village collective (Siu 2005: 17-18). Her mother
lamented that “her daughter was a peasant when she should not have been and
a worker when she should not have been” (ibid.: 17-18).
Urban citizens and authorities (urban household registration)
Above I have described the perceptions of ‘urban villages’ by their migrant
and local residents. In contrast, authorities and city dwellers (with an urban
hukou) on the other side of the spatial divide adopt a negative attitude towards
this informal space. The emergence of these new spatial and social landscapes
in Chinese cities, forming a controversial migrant community, has given rise
to policy concerns as China moves to promote more urbanisation (Zhang et
al. 2003: 912). Due to their informal and illegitimate characteristics, ‘urban
villages’ gained a bad reputation for their chaotic land use, dilapidated housing
construction, severe infrastructural deficiencies, social disorder, and deterioration
of the city image (ibid.: 912). The fact that the “villages” are located within the
city borders generates strong pressure on the municipal government, which
is very sensitive to the social consequences of urban disorder and the image
of its city (ibid.: 929). Both municipal government and urban residents see
‘urban villages’ as eyesores, as areas of backwardness and criminality in urgent
need of transformation (Siu 2005: 7). Urban citizens and authorities in general
commonly associate migrants with ignorance, crime and poverty. The local
indigenous population of ‘urban villages’ is also severely looked down upon
by city residents and sometimes even by their migrant tenants (ibid.: 7). This
results in the social isolation of these problematic neighbourhoods (Zhou and
Cai 2008: 234).
In response to these problems in ‘urban villages’ municipal governments
have been seeking a strategy to restructure them into an orderly space with
standard planning procedures and governing regulations (Li 2008: 298).
Among the incentives for restructuring are saving the reputation and “face” of
local officials, as well as potential profits (Zhang 2008b: 39). As land prices in
the cities are soaring, many property developers have been eyeing the villages
17
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in strategic locations with keen interest (ibid.: 39). Therefore authorities have
launched redevelopment programs that have involved demolishing villages and
resettling native villagers in order to bring new commercialised development
constructed by real estate companies (Li 2008: 317, 326). However, demolition
of ‘urban villages’ has proven to be inefficient7 (Zhang et al. 2003: 934). Often,
in order to satisfy the need for inexpensive housing by the “floating population”,
illegally built housing units emerge soon after the demolition and before official
developers enter the villages (Song et al. 2008: 326). The main reason for this
is that the government ignores the needs of both parties in the ‘urban villages’
in the urban housing reform (Zhu 2007: 73). The important role the villages
play in housing members of the temporary population remains underestimated
(Zhang et al. 2003: 912). The Chinese government has made no efforts to
legalise or upgrade the existing ‘urban villages’; neither has it offered local and
migrant residents alternative housing opportunities (ibid.: 934). This causes
an enormous conflict of interest between the authorities and the residents of
‘urban villages’.

Conclusion
In contrast to the strict control of population mobility and the rigid urban space
in pre-reform China, starting from the late 1970s, urbanisation and the massive
rural-to-urban migration have caused a profound spatial transformation in
China’s cities. Changes in the urban structure have been characterised by spatial
and social polarisation. When the official system could not accommodate the
influx of migrant workers, the informal space of ‘urban villages’ was created. It
is characterised by a lack of official regulation and control on the one hand and
relative freedom and autonomy on the other. The existence of such informal
spaces is unusual for China’s usually strictly regulated cities. This space is not
entirely urban, nor rural. It is fluid, not only because of the floating character
of the majority of its population, but also because of its unstableness, as it can
be erased by city authorities overnight. In spite of their different motives, it
is positively perceived by both social groups living in it. The vision of ‘urban
villages’ by the ‘floating population’ is determined by their ‘double identity’, i.e.
between urban and rural. For them their place of origin determines their role
7
The demolition approach of China’s government has been widely criticised by Western scholars
and journalists. For the criticism and the proposed alternative measures with regard to ‘urban villages’ and
accommodating the ‘floating population’ in the cities see, among other publications, Zhang et al. 2003; Shen
2002; Gu et al. 2007; Ma 2004; Lin and Zhu 2008; Gu and Shen 2003; Zhang 2008b.
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and attitude towards the space of the ‘urban village’. For indigenous residents
the transformation of their villages from rural to semi-urban space has brought
many advantages, the most important of which is financial. However, these
spaces and their residents are seen as undesirable and problematic by official
urban residents and authorities who live outside but in close proximity to them.
In accordance with Lefebvre’s theory of space, the social status of both the local
and migrant residents of ‘urban villages’ is the reason for their living there in
the first place, which in turn reproduces and negatively influences their social
status (for the ‘floating population’ this process is more extreme). The unique
space that is China’s ‘urban villages’ and the spatial segregation from the urban
space surrounding it both reflect and cause social stratification of its residents.
The fact that the residents of this informal non-urban and non-rural space are
spatially and socially segregated from the formal urban space encircling it is in
line with Lefebvre’s notion of explosion of space. Rural migration will continue
under China’s booming economy; this will keep modifying the original social
and spatial structure of the cities, thus creating new challenges for China’s
urban authorities.
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Qin and Macedon: The Road to Hegemony
in Antique Systems of States1
By Barend Noordam 2

In 2005 Victoria Tin-bor Hui published a study in which she analysed the
relation between war and state formation by comparing China during the
Warring States Period (686-221 BCE) and early modern Europe (14951813). By comparing these two regions, widely separated in both space and
time, she attempted to discern commonalities and dissimilarities and used the
results to test state formation research methodologies brought to bear by the
likes of Charles Tilly and others. Tilly’s views have had an enormous impact
on how we perceive the process of state formation in Europe, directing the
focus of academic inquiry to the question of what role warfare played in the
development of the modern state. His thesis is essentially that state formation
came about due to the demands incessant warfare in early modern Europe
placed on the states involved (Lynn 1991: 84-86; Tilly 1992). Early modern
state formation is often retroactively seen as part of an uninterrupted linear
process, which led to the modern European state in the nineteenth century.
For a long time this has been a Euro-centric debate, usually proceeding from
the assumption that the modern state is an exclusively European phenomenon,
but Victoria Tin-bor Hui has made a bold move with her comparative study.
By comparing Europe with ancient China, the notion that state formation is a
necessarily early modern and European affair has been challenged.
In this essay I propose to take this approach one step further by looking
for analogies of early modern state formation in Europe’s ancient past, focusing
on ancient Greece, and, like Hui, compare it to contemporaneous China
1
The present essay is a reworked and shortened version of my BA thesis for Chinese Studies, which
was enthusiastically supervised by dr. Paul van Els. I also wish to extend my thanks to prof. H.W. Singor, who
provided me with useful advice on ancient Macedonian and Greek history.

2
Currently holding a Ph.D. position at the University of Heidelberg, within the research group
“Asia and Europe in a Global Context: Shifting Asymmetries in Cultural Flows”. My current research is
primarily concerned with interchanges of military ideas and technology between Europe (England, Portugal,
the Jesuits etc.) and Asia (more specifically: Ming-Qing China and Mughal India). E-mail: noordam@asiaeurope.uni-heidelberg.de.
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during the Warring States Period. Not only would this shift Hui’s diachronic
perspective to a synchronic one, but the discovery of significant commonalities
would also assist in lending further credence to Victor Lieberman’s ideas on
the synchronicity of state formation processes in world history, which could
then be taken further back into the past than Lieberman’s time frame allows3.
Furthermore a synchronic perspective applied to the ancient history
of areas so widely dispersed as Greece and China, enables us to avoid one of
the conundrums of a comparative approach. Comparison in fact presupposes
that the units analysed are completely separated from each other, and it
thus ignores the fact that many entities in history are in fact entangled and
undergoing processes of mutual influencing (Kaelbe 2005: 1-2)4. This is not so
much of a problem when one compares systems of states in antiquity as widely
dispersed as Greece and China, since any degree of mutual influencing can be
almost certainly excluded from the analysis. So far no evidence has surfaced of
significant economic and cultural exchange between the two regions during the
period under review here, namely the fourth and third centuries BCE.

Grounds for comparison
With these methodological considerations and objections in mind, I
have chosen to focus not on the ancient Greek and Chinese systems of states
as a whole, but only on two polities within these systems, namely Macedon
and Qin. Here I wish to briefly clarify the reasons for comparing these two
states. Their almost contemporaneous rise to power in the fourth and the third
centuries BCE neatly fulfills the wish for synchronicity outlined above. Both
states managed to conquer and absorb the other states in their system and unite
them in an empire. A further interesting parallel is the fact that both resulting
empires did not last long after the deaths of their founders, Alexander the
Great and Qin Shihuang respectively.
If we adopt a long-term perspective in history we can see that both
entities shared a similar position as a small state in a larger system of states, which
3
Victor Lieberman’s analysis covers the period 800-1830 CE. He posits that during this time
northwest Europe, northeast Europe, mainland Southeast Asia and Japan experienced simultaneous waves
of regional integration and disintegration. See Lieberman 2003 .

4
The Junior Research Group at the University of Heidelberg of which I am presently a member,
“Cultural Transfer as a Factor of State Building”, actually proceeds from the assumption that even early
modern state formation, a process usually seen as quintessentially European, was influenced by European
experiences in-, and perceptions of Asian polities.
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had arisen as a new order after the breakdown of an older order characterised
by political centralisation. In Greece the Mycenaean civilisation (ca. 1600 – ca.
1100 BCE) was a relatively centralised order, with kings, who ruled over a
subject population, firmly entrenched in strongholds. The latter were political
and economic centres of power. The causes for the breakdown of this order are
still a point of contention, but it is possible that population growth put too much
pressure on the economic base of the system. Another theory is that external
invaders brought down the Mycenaean civilisation (Naerebout & Singor 2001:
74-78). In China the feudal order of the Zhou dynasty (1046-256 BCE)
succumbed to a combination of social pressures and external invaders. At the
start of the dynasty it had been a relatively centralised political system, with the
king enfeoffing his family members in exchange for loyalty and service in times
of need. With the passage of time and generations, these family ties weakened,
with the fiefs behaving more and more as autonomous states. Combined with
external pressures by non-Chinese peoples, the old Zhou order de facto ceased
to exist in the eight century, although the dynasty itself nominally continued
until 256 BCE (Hansen 2000: 19, 55). In both areas the new order that arose
was characterised by the preponderance of states centered around a city at its
core. These were mutually competitive and often expanded at the expense of
others, making warfare an endemic phenomenon (Lewis 1999: 597; Naerebout
& Singor 2001: 99).
Arguably, Macedon and Qin had a largely comparable status and
position within their respective systems. The Greek city states, called poleis,
mostly came into existence in the south and the east of Greece, but in the north
and the west older forms of state continued to exist. Whilst many poleis developed
more democratic features, allowing for more direct political participation in the
decision-making process, Macedon remained a monarchical state reminiscent
of the Mycenaean order. In addition, the ‘Greekness’ of Macedon was disputed
by other Greeks, although the Macedonian kings tried to construct a Greek
ancestry for themselves (Borza 1990: 83, 96-97). Qin was positioned at the
northwestern periphery of the Zhou world and also suffered from accusations
of impurity. From the work of Chinese historian Sima Qian (145 or 135 – 86
BCE) an image of Qin emerges in which it was considered as a barbarian
border state, influenced as it was by the practices of the non-Chinese Rong and
Di peoples (Watson 1993: 85-86). Incidentally, their positions on the periphery
might be an additional reason for Qin and Macedon’s success in becoming
a hegemonic power. The fact that they were not completely surrounded by,
respectively, Chinese and Greek states on all sides meant that there was probably
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more scope for expansion and thus increase in resources and population. In
addition, Macedon possessed many resources, like metals, minerals and forests,
which could be exploited to benefit the state (Borza 1990: 50-55; Lewis 1999:
596).
Although both states were positioned on the periphery and were mostly
seen as barbarian states, they were nevertheless pulled into the power struggles
which started to intensify around 500 BCE in their respective regions and
which would dramatically initiate and shape their processes of state formation.
This involvement in power struggles provided a spur to state formation in both
Qin and Macedon, as both states tried to defend themselves against the hostile
intentions of other states. When these measures proved successful, their rulers
tried to use their increased military power to enhance their stature in the system
of states they belonged to (Borza 1990: 162-166; Edson 1981: 26-35; Hui 2005:
64-67). Since both states started their state formation processes rather later
than the other states in their systems (only around 400 BCE in both cases), it
is possible they were able to benefit more completely from the experiences of,
and precedents set by, the latter, and implement even more effective reforms.
There certainly was scope for such transfers of knowledge, since some rulers
and statesmen were known to have spent some time in foreign states, before
imparting their knowledge on their own states, as I will show below.

State formation through self-strengthening
Comparing Macedon and Qin, I will only take a look at certain aspects of
state formation. Here I wish to employ some of Victoria Tin-bor Hui’s
methodological insights. She posits that one can discern a pattern in state
formation processes which arose in ancient China and early modern Europe
due to the competitive struggles amongst the various states comprising both
systems. Both systems were for a long time characterised, despite incessant
competition, by a certain stability sustained by a balance of power. This balance
was then overturned in a relatively short time by one of the states in the system
when it implemented self-strengthening reforms in domestic policy, coupled
with a foreign policy geared towards the attainment of a dominant position
within the system (Hui 2005: 38-41).
Whilst acknowledging foreign policy as an important part of the
analysis, for reasons of space constraints, I will here focus on the selfstrengthening reforms pursued by both Qin and Macedon as a factor in their
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rise to hegemony. According to Hui, self-strengthening policies have three
components: enhancing military power, strengthening the economy and
conceiving good policy. These three components can be realised by building up
an army with the indigenous population as the source of recruits, systematising
and widening the scope of taxation and establishing a bureaucracy with its
members recruited on the basis of meritocratic principles. The logic behind
these policies seems to mainly consist of the elimination of intermediaries
between the state and its population, favouring centralisation of authority. A
bureaucracy can displace an aristocracy and establish direct control over the
population, making it easier to mobilise the latter for the purposes of the state.
A meritocratic bureaucracy, in comparison with hereditary nobility, should
in theory be better able to conceive of innovative ideas and implement them.
The direct recruitment of soldiers amongst the indigenous population also
eliminates the dependence on military contractors as intermediaries, together
with the reliance on the mercenary armies raised by them, which often had
a dubious loyalty to the state. In contrast, a self-strengthened state extends
certain rights and privileges to the members of the population it recruits for
the army, tying them closer to the state and solidifying their loyalty (Hui 2005:
42-52; Tilly 1992: 122-126).

Macedon and Qin compared
Keeping these methodological insights in mind, I will now proceed to analyse
Macedonian and Qin domestic reforms. The start of Qin’s first wave of selfstrengthening reforms can best be situated in 385 BCE, when duke Xian
commenced his reign. Taking his inspiration from the example of Wei, another
Chinese state where he spent some of his time, he implemented a system
of household registration, increasing the grip of the state on its population.
Incidentally, this shows that the state formation was not an endogenous
process, but was entangled with similar processes underway in other states
in the system through the transfer of ideas by travelling statesmen. More
thoroughgoing reforms were implemented under duke Xian’s successor, duke
Xiao (reigned 361-338 BCE). He actively searched for talented thinkers to help
him bolster the state and he therefore enlisted the services of a man from Wei
called Shang Yang. His thought would form the template of Qin’s first wave of
self-strengthening reforms. Shang Yang advocated that the state would make
sure the maximum amount of land was under cultivation, whilst at the same
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time ensuring the largest possible amount of adult men was available to pay
taxes and serve in the army. To achieve this, peasant households were given the
right to possess land and to buy and sell it. In addition, Qin strove to increase
its population by encouraging the settlement of people from other states. In
exchange for the new peasant rights, they were obliged to pay taxes and serve
the state, first and foremost in a military capacity. Part of a self-strengthening
strategy, bolstering the economy meant above all enlarging agricultural
productivity. New regions were conquered at the expense of non-Chinese, who
were considered barbarians, and exploited for land. Irrigation works were built
to facilitate this expansion of the agricultural economy. Another component
of self-strengthening, creating a meritocratic bureaucracy, also commenced at
this time. The territory of the state was divided in smaller areas, which were
governed by officials appointed by the duke himself. This was one step forward
in eliminating the power of intermediaries between the population and the
state, although inheritable fiefs – essential for the emergence and continued
existence of a hereditary nobility – were still handed out in the third century
BCE (Lewis 2007: 32-35, 613; Wilkinson 1998: 136-137).
Interconnected with these developments was the expansion of the army
with indigenous recruited troops, the third component of self-strengthening.
This was also interrelated with the increase of the scale of warfare within
the Chinese system of states. Smaller armies, consisting of chariots piloted
by the aristocracy, gave way to large peasant infantry armies supported by
cavalry. Infantry required less specialist training and expenses to function on
the battlefield than the chariots manned by a warrior aristocracy. In addition,
technological developments, in the shape of crossbows, better swords and better
armor, had greatly enhanced the power of the foot soldier. Intense intrastate
military competition drove up the size of armies, necessitating the recruitment
of more segments of the population, including the peasants. As an incentive,
good soldiers were awarded with higher rank and the latter was coupled to
the allocation of land, living quarters and slaves. Social status was therefore
proportionally related to military performance. Furthermore, probably for
reasons of loyalty, Shang Yang emphasised that only the indigenous population
should be recruited, whilst new immigrants were to engage in agriculture
(Duyvendak 1998: 189-190, 204; Kiernan 1974: 62-64; Lewis 1999: 613-614;
Wilkinson 1998: 142-143).
In Macedon the first wave of self-strengthening started under king
Archelaus, who probably ruled from 413 to 399 BCE. Just like Qin, Macedon
was able to acquire important new regions by conquering them at the expense
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of barbarians, in this case non-Greek peoples. These regions also included mines
where precious metals could be won. In addition, the state acquired funds by
the selling of timber to Athens. The exploitation of natural resources seems to
have been an important source of income for the Macedonian state as the king
had established a monopoly on forestry and mining (Borza 1990: 50-55, 162166). Further details on the economic strengthening of Macedon during the
rule of Archelaus are hard to come by. There is no Macedonian equivalent to
The Book of Lord Shang, a work, probably compiled in 250 BCE, which details
Shang Yang’s policies (Lewis 2007: 45). When we look at the second wave
of Macedonian reforms, which started during the reign of king Perdiccas III
(reigned 368-359 BCE), it is possible to see further development of economic
strengthening. An Athenian exile, named Callistratus, reorganised the finances
of the state and managed to double the income from taxes levied on trade in the
harbours. Here is a key difference with the reforms of Shang Yang: the latter
saw artisans and traders as parasites of society (de Souza et al 2004: 193; Lewis
2007: 33). In contrast, Macedon was not averse from turning to trade and
artisans (miners) as a source of income for the state, in addition to relying on an
agricultural economic sector. The establishment of a meritocratic bureaucracy
is much harder to trace in the sources, although an argument can be made
that the Macedonian ruler at least tried to reduce the power of intermediaries.
When we look at the case of Callistratus, we can see the ruler making use
of foreign talent, an outsider with presumably no ties in Macedonian society.
That he played such an important role in the reorganisation of state finances
might point to the fact that the king wanted to diminish the influence on state
matters by the indigenous aristocratic elite. The employment of foreign talent
loyal only to the ruler, could have been a means to achieve this goal.
This aristocratic elite, however, continued to play an important
role in military matters. Before king Archelaus’ reforms the army was small
and consisted of aristocratic cavalry and poorly trained infantry. The feudal
obligation of the aristocracy to supply the king with troops probably shaped
the recruitment and organisation of the army. King Archelaus is known to have
strengthened the cavalry, infantry and weaponry of his army, but it is unknown
what this strengthening entailed for the numerical strength, organisation
and social composition of the army (Borza 1990: 166). More information is
available for the reign of Philippos II (reigned 359-336 BCE), the father and
predecessor of Alexander the Great. He continued the second wave of selfstrengthening which had started under king Perdiccas III. In an interesting
parallel with the life of duke Xian of Qin, Philippos II had spent some time
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in another state, Thebe, which had been the most powerful Greek polity until
362 BCE. Philippos II reformed his army with the Theban example in mind.
Significantly, the infantry component was enlarged and recruited from amongst
the peasant population. Instantly calling Shang Yang’s ideas to mind, Philippos
II only wanted indigenous recruits in his army, since he distrusted mercenaries.
This peasant infantry force was remunerated with gold the state was able to
extract directly from its mines. In this way the Macedonian ruler was able to
pay (and thus control) his army directly, without having to rely on intermediary
power brokers to assemble a mercenary army. Nevertheless the aristocracy kept
playing an important role in military affairs as the main source for cavalry
recruits and landlords to a significant part of the peasant population (de Souza
et al 2004: 193; Griffith 1981: 59-62; Naerebout & Singor 2001: 178).

Afterthoughts
The concept of self-strengthening can be applied to a certain degree in both
the Macedonian and Qin case studies, although the paucity of detailed primary
source material in the case of Macedon makes a more elaborate comparison
impossible. Be that as it may, Qin seemed to have advanced further up the path
of a self-strengthened state according to Victoria Tin-bor Hui’s methodology,
with Macedon still heavily relying on its aristocracy as intermediaries between
the state and society. If we accept, however, that the experiences of Macedon
and Qin were merely variations on a common pattern of state formation, it
is possible to further challenge the view that the latter was a typically early
modern European phenomenon. Dynamics of state formation can then perhaps
be observed throughout world history in different waves affecting different
regions at different times, lending further support to Victor Lieberman’s
ideas. Perhaps the wave of early modern European state formation, which is
commonly assumed to have led to the modern state, was merely the first of such
waves to break out of its own system and conquer (or at least shape) the rest of
the world, aided as it was by the technological possibilities opened up by the
interrelated scientific and industrial revolutions.
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In het Nederlands wordt de stemming of betekenis van een zin gewijzigd door
een zin op een andere toon te uiten. Dit is in het Kantonees, dat gesproken
wordt rondom en in de provincie Guangdong, het zuidelijke China en de
nabijgelegen plaatsen zoals Hong Kong en Macau, vaak niet mogelijk. Het
Kantonees is namelijk een toontaal. Dit betekent dat een verandering in toon
de betekenis van het woord verandert. Het Kantonees maakt daarom geen
gebruik van intonatie om een bepaalde stemming mee uit te drukken (Luke
1990: 3). Kantonese eindpartikels die aan het eind van een zin of zinsdeel staan,
vervullen deze taak en vallen onder de categorie ‘lege woorden’ of xuzi 虚字
(Sybesma & Li 2006: 1). Hiermee wordt bedoeld dat ze geen lexicale betekenis
hebben, maar enkel alleen kleur aan de zin geven. Ze zijn onmisbaar in het
dagelijkse spraakgebruik van het Kantonees, waar om de anderhalve seconde
een eindpartikel gehoord kan worden (Luke 1990: 11). Deze eindpartikels zijn
te vergelijken met de Nederlandse eindwoorden zoals hoor!, joh!, zeg! en hè?
(Sybesma 2009: 60-67).
Er is tot op heden weinig onderzoek verricht naar de relatie van de
Chinese taal met het verschil in gebruik tussen man en vrouw. Het eindpartikel
zek1 is één van de weinige partikels waar men bij de uitleg van de functie het
gebruik door een bepaald geslacht opmerkt. Daarom zou ik graag in dit artikel
willen onderzoeken in hoeverre dit partikel, zek1, waar veel taalkundigen het
gebruik door vrouwen expliciet aan toekennen, in Hong Kong gebruikt wordt.
Mijn hoofdvraag is als volgt: “In hoeverre kan men spreken van een expliciet
gebruik door vrouwen van het eindpartikel zek1 in de samenleving van Hong
Kong?”
1
Het Kantonees kent verscheidene transcriptiesystemen. Voor deze verkorte versie heb ik ervoor
gekozen het Jyutping te hanteren.
2

BA Talen en Culturen van China aan de Universiteit Leiden. E-mail: wingcheechau@gmail.com.
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De functie van ze1 | zek1
Bij het onderzoek van het eindpartikel zek1 ben ik erachter gekomen dat de
vele functies van dit eindpartikel overlappen met het eindpartikel ze1. In de
behandelde literatuur, de grammatica- en tekstboeken, is gebleken dat men
in de afgelopen tientallen jaren verschillende werkwijzen heeft gehanteerd bij
het behandelen van deze eindpartikels. Zo is men niet alleen nog niet tot een
consensus gekomen over de functie, maar ook over de vraag of we het eindpartikel
ze1 en zek1 als één eindpartikel of als twee afzonderlijke eindpartikels moeten
beschouwen.
Kenmerkend aan ze1 is de functie van het bagatelliseren van een feit,
wat vaak vertaald wordt met “slechts, alleen maar”, dat uit de kernbetekenis van
“begrenzing” afgeleid kan worden, zoals hieronder:
(1)

Yau5
siu2 siu2 ze1
Hebben klein klein ZE
‘Er is alleen maar een beetje.’
(Ball 1924: 6)

Deze kernbetekenis, het uitdrukken van beperking en afzwakking van een
bepaalde bewering, is ook deel van de betekenis van het eindpartikel zek1. Bij
zek1 vermelden vele taalkundigen echter ook de relatie tussen de spreker en
de hoorder, zoals de mate van vertrouwelijkheid (Gao 1980), de nauwe band
tussen de ik-persoon en de jij-persoon (Kwok 1984) en dat het enkel gebruikt
wordt tussen goede verwanten of goede vrienden (Gao 1980, Matthews & Yip
1994), zoals in de onderstaande voorbeelden.
(2)

Nei5 zi1
m4
zi1
a fong git3 zo2 fan1
zek1?
2Ev weten NEG weten Naam binden huwelijk ZEK
‘(Luister eens) Wist jij dat A Fong zojuist getrouwd is?’
(Kwok 1984:72)

(3)

Nei5 tau4sin1 heoi3 bin6 zek1? (vrouw tegen haar echtgenoot)
2Ev daarginds gaan waar ZEK
‘(En vertel) Waar was je net geweest?’
(Matthews & Yip 1994: 340)
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Door verscheidene taalkundigen wordt er ook aangehaald dat alleen vrouwen
dit eindpartikel gebruiken (Qiao 1966, Cheung 1972, Gao 1980, Wong 1991,
Matthews & Yip 1994). Deze functie wordt met de volgende voorbeelden
toegelicht.
(4)

Dim2gaai2 nei5 seng4jat6 tai3zyu3 ngo5 zek1?
Waarom 2Ev hele tijd kijken 1Ev ZEK
‘Waarom staar je de hele tijd naar me?’
(Cheung 1972: 181)

(5)

Ngo5 gam1yat6 leng3 m4
leng3 zek1?
1Ev vandaag mooi NEG mooi ZEK
‘Vind je dat ik er vandaag goed uitzie?’
(Matthews & Yip 1994: 355)

Ook sprekers van het Kantonees en mijn informanten, associëren het gebruik
van zek1 met vrouwen. Cheung beweert dat de spreker een zachte, tedere stem
gebruikt, wat ook door de Kantonezen zelf benoemd wordt tot het ciu4hei3,
een woord gebruikt om charmant gedrag van vrouwen te beschrijven. In het
algemeen zal deze gebruikswijze van het partikel zek1 niet onder het mannelijke
geslacht gebruikt worden (1972: 182). Dit gedrag van de vrouw wordt ook door
Gao (1980) met de term saat3giu1 ‘behaagzucht, ijdeltuiterij’ beschreven.
Maar in meer recente literatuur wordt er toch beweerd dat deze associatie, het
vleierige en flirterige, een groot misverstand is. Hierbij is in de functie van zek1
een verschuiving opgetreden in de richting van de uiting van ontevredenheid,
ongeduldigheid en geïrriteerdheid (Leung 1992, Fung 2000, Fang 2003), zoals
in het voorbeeld hieronder:
(6)

Dou6 dou6 dou1 gam3 lyun6, jau5
bin1 dou6 hou2 heoi3 zek1?
Overal allemaal zo chaos hebben
waar
goed gaan ZEK
‘Het is overal een chaos, waar kunnen we heen?
(Leung 1992: 101)
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Gebruik van zek1 door vrouwen
De stellende zinnen
Op basis van de verworven informatie van mijn informanten en enkele scènes
uit de Kantonese tv-serie Born Rich, geeft de vrouw in stellende zinnen haar
ergernis aan en wil ze een feit bevestigen. Neem als voorbeeld de scène waarin
het zusje (René) in discussie komt met haar broer (Marcus). Ze zegt het
volgende:
(7)

Ngo5 zing6hai6 zi1dou5 nei5 ji4gaa1 lin4leoi6 nei5 zi6gei2 zek1.
1Ev alleen
weten 2Ev nu
betrekken 2Ev zelf ZEK
“Ik weet alleen dat je nu hierdoor zelf in de problemen komt en
meer weet ik niet!”
(René – Marcus, Aflv. 8: 23.59)

De spreker vindt de aangenomen houding van de toehoorder absoluut onredelijk
en zal hierbij niet tot een compromis komen met de toehoorder. De onjuistheid
van de toehoorder is voor haar een vaststaand feit en dit wil ze bevestigen.
Ik ben in één scène het gebruik van zek1 tegengekomen waarbij vrouwen
iets op een tactvolle manier willen verwoorden, vaak in de richting van vleiende
en strelende. Hierbij is de informatie die gegeven wordt vaak vertrouwelijk
van aard. In deze scène praten beide vrouwen op een speelse wijze met elkaar,
waarbij de informatie waarover gesproken wordt enkel onder de spreker en de
hoorder blijft. René vertelt op een gelukkige wijze dat ze niet verliefd is, maar
terwijl ze het onderstaande verwoordt is ze helemaal in elkaar gekropen en
trekt ze ook nog eens een zoet gezichtje:
(8)

Mou4 aa3, bin1 dou6 jau5
oi3
zek1, mou4
Geen PRT waar
hebben houden van ZEK geen
3
3
6
oi
aa , mei oi3zyu6
aa3.
houden van PRT geen houden van PRT
“Dat is niet zo, ik ben toch niet verliefd, niet verliefd nee, nog
niet verliefd.”
(René – Connie, Aflv. 3: 20.36)

De tactvolle manier van spreken met daarbij het vleiend en strelend gedrag van
René komt sterk naar voren. In deze zin schuilt er een speels karakter, waarbij
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ze haar ontkenning herhaaldelijk in elk zinsdeel met verschillende woorden
probeert te verwoorden (1: ‘dat is niet zo’, 2: ‘ik ben helemaal niet verliefd’, 3:
‘niet verliefd nee’, 4: ‘nog niet verliefd’).
Maar ook een andere functie, de trotsheid die bij de spreker opkomt
door het gebruik van zek1, is in mijn onderzoek aanwezig. De vrouw is in deze
scène trots op haarzelf dat haar aanwezigheid een diepe indruk achtergelaten
heeft. Zonder dat ze een bestelling opgenomen heeft, weet de eigenaar haar
lievelingsgerecht. Ze zegt tegen haar vriendin die constant bij haar was het
volgende:
(9)

Ni1 go3
lou5 baan2 zan1 hai6 zi1dou6 ngo5 sam1 ji1
zek1.
2Ev MW eigenaar echt heel weten 1Ev voornemen ZEK
“Deze eigenaar weet echt wat ik wil.”
(Musa – Eva, Aflv. 8: 40.06)

De vraagzinnen
Uit mijn onderzoek is gebleken dat een vrouw bij het gebruik van het
eindpartikel zek1 in vraagzinnen haar ontevredenheid wil uiten. De vrouw
gebruikt zek1 om een vraag minder direct te laten klinken. De informatie die
ze hierbij wil achterhalen is in sommige gevallen vertrouwelijk van aard. In de
tv-serie Born Rich wordt deze laatste functie geïllustreerd in een scène waarin
spanning ontstaat tussen twee vrouwen, Angie en Connie (de vrouw van
Angie’s ex-vriend). De hele familie wil dat Angie in Hong Kong blijft. Connie
voelt zich hierdoor niet op haar gemak en is bang dat Angie nog gevoelens voor
haar man heeft. Ze gaat een nieuwe fles wijn uit de keuken halen als excuus om
deze onaangename situatie te verlaten. Eenmaal in de keuken waarin ze met
zijn tweeën zijn, vraagt ze haar het onderstaande:
(10)

Kei4sat6, nei1 seong2 m4
seong6 ngo5 lau6dai2 ge3zek1?
Eigenlijk 2Ev willen NEG willen 1Ev blijven PRT ZEK
“Wil je eigenlijk wel dat ik blijf?”
(Angie – Connie, Aflv. 5: 25.21)

In het onderstaand voorbeeld gebruikt de vrouw, Angie, dezelfde tactiek
bij de mannelijke gesprekpartners om vertrouwelijke informatie te verwerven.
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(11)

Dim2gaai2 m4 ho2 ji5 zek1?
Waarom NEG kunnen ZEK
Nei5 ming4
ming4
hai6 zung1 ji3
ngo5 gaa1maa1?
2Ev begrijpen begrijpen zijn houden van 1Ev PRT
“Waarom kan het dan niet? Je houdt toch overduidelijk van me?”
(Angie – Marcus, Aflv. 13: 3.09)

De spreker komt sluw over bij de hoorder. In voorbeeldzin 10 is Angie
helemaal niet geïnteresseerd in het antwoord van haar concurrent Connie. Ze
zal juist met opzet het tegenovergestelde gaan doen van wat Connie wenst.
Het voornaamste doel van de spreker in dergelijke zinnen is niet het vormen
van een mening, maar het zoeken naar de persoonlijke gedachtengang van de
gesprekspartner.
De functie van ontevredenheid zien we terug in de meeste scènes
waarin zek1 in vraagzinnen voorkomt, zoals in de scène waarin de vrouw (René)
in de bioscoop het volgende tegen een vriend (Topman) zegt:
(12)

Nei5 zou6 mat1je5 mong6zyu6 ngo5 zek1? Ji4gaa1 jing4gwong1mok6
2Ev waarom
kijken
1Ev ZEK nu
scherm
hai6 ngo5 min6 me1?
zijn 1Ev gezicht PRT
‘Wat kijk je nou (Waarom kijk je naar mijn gezicht)? Is mijn
scherm nu op mijn gezicht ofzo?”
(René – Topman, Aflv. 10: 11.55)

Volgens mijn mannelijke jongere informant willen vrouwen in zulke
omstandigheden voornamelijk hun ontevredenheid tonen, maar daarnaast
tegelijkertijd iets te weten te komen van de hoorder. Vaak met als doel dat de
hoorder van gedachten zal veranderen en het met haar eens zal zijn. Hierbij
stelt de vrouw de vraag minder direct aan de hoorder voor. Volgens mijn
informant klinkt het in zijn oren dan wel zachter, maar is voor zijn gevoel haar
ontevredenheid in dergelijke zinnen toch sterk aanwezig.
Zijn informatie kan bevestigd worden met enkele scènes die ik tegen
gekomen ben in de tv-serie. In deze scène, voorbeeldzin 13, laat de vrouw haar
ontevredenheid merken en bewerkstelligt hierbij ook dat haar man het met
haar eens is dat er geen hulp ingeschakeld hoeft te worden.
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(13)

Zou6mat1je5 jat1ding6 jiu3
“call” jan4dei6 lei4
zek1?
Waarom
zeker
moeten bellen 3Ev
komen ZEK
“Waarom moet je zonodig hulp inschakelen en iedereen
opbellen?” 		
(Eva – Dai Wing Luk, Aflv. 4: 10.30)

Gebruik van zek1 door mannen
De stellende zinnen
Mijn twee mannelijke informanten gaven meteen aan dat ze de zinnen met
zek1 nooit zullen gebruiken. Toen ik om een reden vroeg, gaven mijn mannelijke
informanten aan dat het absoluut vrouwelijk klinkt. Mijn jongere informant
imiteerde hierna het spraakgebruik van een vrouw en begon de zinnen te
herhalen.
Hoewel mijn informanten het bovenstaande beweren, gebruiken
mannen volgens mijn vrouwelijke informanten dergelijke zinnen wel, maar
komt het minder vaak voor en ligt het aan de situatie waarin de man zich
bevindt. Uit mijn onderzoek is naar voren gekomen dat de man zek1 in stellende
zinnen gebruikt om een bewering af te willen zwakken en zijn ongeduldigheid
wilt uitdrukken.
Het bovenstaande komt overeen met de tv-serie Born Rich. In een
scène geeft het broertje (Yat Ming) eerlijk toe dat hij iets gedaan heeft en biedt
hij zijn excuses aan zijn grote broer (Marcus) aan. Na zijn excuses zegt de grote
broer:
(14)

So4 laa1, leong5 hing1dai6, gong2 mat1je5 deoi3m4zyu6 zek1!
Gek PRT MW broeders zeggen wat
sorry
ZEK
“Doe niet zo gek, we zijn broertjes van elkaar, je biedt dan toch
niet je excuses aan!”
(Marcus – Yat Ming, Aflv. 12: 19.19)

De broer geeft hierbij aan dat zijn geduld begint op te raken en reageert gelijk
door te zeggen: “Doe niet zo gek”, en verzwakt hiermee ook de noodzakelijkheid
af om excuses aan te bieden.
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De vraagzinnen
Mijn mannelijke informant van een oudere leeftijdsgroep raakte zijn geduld
kwijt toen ik na de stellende zinnen met de vragende zinnen aankwam. De
graad van vrouwelijkheid was in deze beide vragende zinnen nog hoger dan de
voorgaande stellende zinnen. Het werd me al snel duidelijk dat mijn informant
een totale afkeer had van dergelijke zinnen en beweerde hij dat alleen vrouwen
op deze manier zouden praten.
Maar dezelfde werkwijze leverde bij mijn informant van jongere leeftijd
andere resultaten op. Hij zou zek1 alleen gaan gebruiken in situaties waarin
hij met opzet zijn vrouwelijke toehoorder wilde pesten, door bijvoorbeeld het
spraakgebruik van de vrouw te imiteren. Hij kon zich niet in andere situaties
inleven waarbij hij zek1 zou gaan gebruiken. Ook al beweren mijn mannelijke
informanten dat ze het eindpartikel niet bewust zullen gebruiken, dit gegeven
komt niet overeen met meerdere scènes waarin mannen het eindpartikel
zek1 wel degelijk gebruiken. Ze drukken hier een vorm van protest of andere
klachtvormen mee uit.
In de scène waarin een man (Tiger) en zijn vriendin (A Yan) zich in
de kantine op het werk bevinden is deze functie van zek1 terug te vinden. Op
het werk heeft hij de schuld opgeschoven naar zijn vriendin, waarbij zij ter
plekke moest toegeven dat het haar eigen fout was. Zijn vriendin klaagde dat
hij niet beseft wat hij haar allemaal heeft aangedaan, maar begrijpt dat hij in de
afgelopen jaren zich onophoudelijk heeft moeten inspannen voor de verovering
van zijn huidige positie. Als reactie kijkt de vriend Tiger om zijn heen of er
niemand is en zegt hij zachtjes met een veranderde stem tegen zijn vriendin het
volgende:
(15)

Nei5 gam2 daai6 seng1 zou6 mat1je5 zek1? Paa3 mut6 jan4 		
2Ev zo
hard geluid waarom
ZEK bang niemand
1
3
1
teng dou me ?
luisteren PRT
“Waarom praat je toch zo hard? Ben je bang dat niemand
het hoort ofzo?
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Gam2 nei5 ming4
zou6 dak1 lo1
nei5 nau1 ngo5
Zo
2Ev begrijpen dan goed PRT 2Ev boos 1Ev
6
zou mat1je5 zek1 ?
waarom
ZEK
4
2
M
heoi faat3 ngo5 pei4hei4
le4mo1.
NEG goed uiten 1Ev boos worden PRT
“Als je het begrijpt dan is het toch goed? Waarom ben je dan
boos op me? Wees nou maar niet boos om me.”
(Tiger – A Yan, Aflv. 9: 23.53)

Persoonlijke karakter
Op basis van mijn onderzoek, een analyse betreft de ontwikkeling van het
toekennen van betekenissen aan de eindpartikels ze1 en zek1, en de verworven
informatie van mijn informanten en analyse van scènes waarin het eindpartikel
opgenomen is in de vijftien aflevering van de Kantonese soapserie Born Rich,
ben ik van mening dat de associatie dat zek1 in overvloede gebruikt wordt door
vrouwen niet geheel onjuist is, maar dat de claims over het exclusief gebruik
van zek1 door vrouwen los moeten worden gelaten. Na mijn onderzoek ben ik
er sterk van overtuigd dat de claim dat mannen zek1 niet in hun spraakgebruik
zullen opnemen onjuist is. Mannen weten vaak niet dat ze het eindpartikel zek1
wel gebruiken of willen het naar mijn mening niet eerlijk toegeven om zo hun
mannelijke ego te behouden.
Uit mijn onderzoek is ook gebleken dat er een verschil bestaat in het
gebruik van zek1 tussen oudere en jongere mensen. Dit geldt zowel voor de
vrouwen als mannen. Van de oudere leeftijdsgroep toonde voornamelijk de
man een grote afkeer voor het gebruik van zek1, maar ook mijn vrouwelijke
informant gaf toe dat dergelijke zinnen minder bij haar karakter pasten. Naar
aanleiding hiervan ben ik van mijn mening dat het persoonlijke karakter en
het beroep van de spreker op een zekere niveau bepalend is bij het gebruik
van het eindpartikel zek1. Het speelse karakter van zek1 zal minder geschikt
zijn voor mensen waarbij het eigenbeeld zeer belangrijk is, zoals standvastige
carrièremannen en carrièrevrouwen in de soapserie en mijn informanten.
Hoe de werkelijke verhouding ligt tussen mannen en vrouwen bij het
gebruik van zek1 is moeilijk in beeld te brengen. Vanuit taalkundig perspectief
is het mogelijk om de functie van het partikel in beeld te brengen en kunnen we
op basis hiervan jammer genoeg enkel generaliseren en hieruit concluderen dat
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het gebruik van zek1 zowel bij vrouwen als bij mannen voorkomt. Dit is echter
onvoldoende om een juist totaalbeeld te verkrijgen. Hierbij moeten we mijns
inziens een gehele karakterschets van de betrokken personen en de situatie
waarin zek1 gebruikt wordt erbij betrekken zoals, in welke omgeving, welke
mensen zich op dat moment bevinden en wat de precieze relatie is tussen de
spreker met de betrokkenen personen.
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The Global City and Its Local Ties: Crossborder Mobility between Hong Kong and
Mainland China
By Sandra Schutten1

Globalisation is a widely discussed concept that is meant to describe a large
trend that covers the entire world. This also means that debaters often forget
the localities themselves: they put the places that they discuss in the framework
of the global, and show how they become more homogenous with other places
elsewhere (Gieryn 2000: 463). They stress international ties at the expense of
local ties, and believe that the more linkages with other places far away a place
has, the more globalised that place is (Lin 1997: 218). Academics agree that
the city-state of Hong Kong is such a ‘global’ city, or world city, because being
one of the world’s largest sea ports, it serves as an important node in the flow
of capital and goods around the world (A.T. Kearney 2008). Yet, Hong Kong’s
people are at the same time very much invested in their own local sphere
reaching only as far as a few adjacent Chinese cities directly across the border.
The cross-border human mobility between Hong Kong and mainland China
is in fact regulated through interactions between different cultural groups of
Chinese from different regions in the direct hinterland. These strong local ties
constitute the social space in which Hong Kong’s people identify themselves2.
In this case study of Hong Kong, I explore the concept of globalisation
in light of Asian cultural reality. From this we can see how cultural
characteristics interact with international forces and how they continue to be
the main constituents of people’s identity. Thus we see how the ‘world city’
is still constituted through local characteristics, instead of merely being a
product of globalising trends. I address the following questions: Is cross-border
activity due to and shaped by globalisation or is it mainly constituted through
1
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2
In this paper, I use the term ‘social space’ as meaning the concrete space in which a person has
social connections with other people (his/her ‘local’ network with face-to-face interaction).
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local cultural ties? To what extent is social space attached to place-specific
characteristics as opposed to the homogenising effects of globalisation?

Definitions and theoretical framework
One of the concepts that I deal with in this paper is globalisation, a term that
increasingly influences the way that we think about space in the 21th century.
In sociology, the process of globalisation is characterised by the socalled compression of time and space. Relative distance is becoming increasingly
shorter and with the introduction of communication technologies becomes
even non-existent. This also means that place itself begins to lose significance
and that space is becoming ‘placeless’. In this theory it is believed that the
shaping forces of social reality now consist of connections, flows and networks
between places. Places are merely ‘nodes’ in a network and begin to look like
each other and lose their own characteristics (Gieryn 2000: 463).
Some places are more important as ‘nodes’ in the global flow of capital
and goods than other places. These places are called ‘world cities’ or ‘global cities’
(A.T. Kearney 2008: 69). These cities are not only perfect examples of global
economic integration, but also have powerful political and cultural influence on
their environment and the rest of the world through their abundance of global
links. According to the ‘2008 Global Cities Index’ created by Foreign Policy,
Hong Kong is the 5th most ‘global city’ of the world (New York is number one)
(A.T. Kearney 2008: 71-72).
Another topic that I address is our perception of borders and mobility.
In globalisation theory, with the emphasis on international economic forces
and time-space compression, borders between places are believed to lose
significance. When the process of globalisation continues, political borders
will naturally disappear and the world will be one integrated whole. Mobility
is then mainly shaped by economical factors that transcend local boundaries
(Smart & Smart 2008: 175).
Scholars that conduct research on borders, however, do not agree that
borders become meaningless in the flow of capital, goods and people around
the world. Political international borders still play a large role in the allocation
of people, by allowing some people to enter or leave, and to restrain others from
entering or leaving. Borders can be said to serve as tourniquets in the process of
time-space compression, so that this process means different things to different
people (Smart & Smart 2008: 175-176).
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The outcome of the globalisation process knows many possibilities:
some scholars believe a homogenous ‘world culture’ or ‘world society’ is on the
rise, others argue that places are becoming more culturally heterogeneous or
that there will be some kind of polarisation (Bly 2005: 882-883). I believe that,
as Martha van der Bly argues in her research on a small town in Ireland, there
is no homogenising trend among cultures. The locality might be influenced to
a certain extent by globalisation, but impact of globalisation is at the same time
directed through local characteristics (Bly 2007). However, what I intend to do
in this paper is, instead of looking at what might happen in the future, explore
the reality of globalisation as it is understood now.

Cross-border mobility between Hong Kong and China
In December 2008, the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government
published several short documents (‘fact sheets’) on its website that gave
information on a variety of subjects. From these documents it is clear that Hong
Kong wants to profile itself as the perfect gateway to China, especially to the
Pearl River Delta. According to the documents, the Hong Kong-Guangdong
border is amongst the busiest borders in the world with approximately 450,000
people crossing daily. On top of that, about 290,000 Hong Kong residents (7%
of the city’s working force) work in mainland China. Various plans for making
the crossing of the border easier and faster through more and better connections
to even farther destinations are under development or finished in recent years,
all designed to make greater economic integration with the Pearl River Delta
and the regions beyond possible (Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
Government 2008a and 2008b).
However, simply creating the opportunity to cross the border does not
mean that people will cross the border. They must have reason to do so. Several
case studies on cross-border mobility between Hong Kong and China provide
information about the socio-economic reasons behind the decision to cross the
border.
Lin and Tse argue that changes in the economy of the region due to
globalisation and changing political circumstances lead to fluctuation in the
movement of Hong Kong’s people over the border. In the 1980s, many Hong
Kong businesses needed to find a cheaper way to produce their products in
order to maintain their strong competitive position in the world economy, and
the opening up of China’s market provided an outlet for them right across the
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border. However, periods of political uncertainty followed and border-crossing
decreased. In the 1990s, world-wide economic problems had a negative
influence on Hong Kong’s economic situation, while at the Chinese side of the
border the economy started to grow quickly. Lin and Tse argue that because of
this situation border-crossing became a strategy for the Hongkongers to cope
with economic difficulty (Lin & Tse 2005: 875-876, quote on page 876).
A more recent development in cross-border activity is mentioned in
Yang. Over the past few years, the number of Hong Kong residents buying or
renting a second home in mainland China has increased sharply. The reasons
can again be found in the people’s socio-economic situation. Hong Kong
residents with a high income can afford to buy large comfortable homes in
Hong Kong itself, but people with low or middle incomes struggle to survive
in Hong Kong’s extremely expensive housing market. To them buying a cheap
spacious house in mainland China is a great opportunity to improve their living
conditions and it provides them with a comfortable place to live after their
retirement. They keep their house in Hong Kong, because that is where they
work during the week and because the schooling for their children is better
than in mainland China (Yang 2006: 73-74).

Local cultural ties and mobility patterns
The centuries-old cultural ties between Hong Kong and mainland China
contribute to its success as ‘global city’ and form an important factor in the
shaping of the abovementioned mobility patterns. These long-existing ties can
be said to shape the direction of cross-border mobility and make understandable
the ease with which Hong Kong’s residents cross the border.
Thomas Gieryn notes that place attachments result from “accumulated
biographical experiences” (Gieryn 2000: 481). This can be linked to what Martha
van der Bly argues are some important characteristics that help shape local
identity: shared language, shared history, nation-state and shared present (Bly
2007: 251). In the case of Hong Kong the first two do not stop at the border,
since most people living in Hong Kong are either refugees or descendants of
refugees from the Chinese province of Guangdong3.
In traditional Chinese culture the birthplace of the ancestors has
3
Hong Kong’s population mainly consists of immigrants from the neighbouring province
of Guangdong, who have fled to Hong Kong for several reasons (such as natural disasters and political
upheaval) over the past centuries (Lin 1997: 222).
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played an important role in securing identity by being the designated place to
evoke collective memory and histories of the family. Family has always been
the building brick of society, with its Confucian emphasis on filial piety and
family loyalty. Social life was regulated through family ties, and within the
family system sons inherited their parents’ property. To succeed in society, it
was therefore important to live in the same area as your family (extended all
the way to lineage and kinship). So, one’s social identity was linked closely to
one’s family, and the identity of one’s family was connected to the place where
that family once started (the guxiang 故鄉) (Stockman 2000: 94-120). Coming
from this cultural background, it is therefore not surprising that Hong Kong’s
people today still maintain strong connections with the places their families
fled from decades ago.
The results of this culturally determined attachment to certain places can
for instance be found in the shape of the cross-border mobility between Hong
Kong and mainland China. One example is described by Selina Ching Chan
who discusses how a Hong Kong lineage adapts to new economic situations.
Lineages in South-China commonly work as some sort of corporation in the
sense that the lineage owns land and generates revenue by means of lineage
businesses. Since economic growth started in Hong Kong, the selling of the
lineage land holdings proved profitable, and many members of the lineage
emigrated to different parts of the world (Chan 2001: 262). The territory of the
lineage declined, but Chan shows that the guxiang was still important for the
members who lived in other places. Members of the lineage found new ways
to strengthen their lineage bonds by sending money to the hometown for the
maintenance of ancestor temples and town halls. They also came back regularly
to participate in ancestor rituals and festivals that serve as social gatherings
through which collective tradition is sent down to the next generation (Chan
2001: 275-276).
Chan argues that these changes within the functioning of the lineage
are in favour of the concept of globalisation as bringing about some form of
‘placelessness’, since the lineage proves to exist as an ‘imagined community’
bonding people together that actually live in different places (Chan 2001: 264,
281). I believe, however, that she has shown that place is in fact an important
factor in the functioning of this ‘imagined community’. Social identity is still
constructed through the place where the lineage comes from, because it is
where the members meet and remember their shared history. This does not
only apply to lineage bonds between people living overseas and those who still
live in Hong Kong; it can also be applied to the bonds between the ‘refugee’
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people living in Hong Kong and their guxiang across the border in Guangdong.
This strong connection to the ancestors’ place can also explain the
difficulty of forming a special Hong Kong identity. George Lin makes note of
a so-called ‘refugee mentality’ among Hong Kong’s people. According to Lin,
Southern China has remained a strong cultural identity throughout Chinese
history which he connects to the long history of refugees in the region. He
argues that this has developed into a very place-based social life instead of
a feeling of connection towards the ‘nation China’, and has therefore also
influenced the continuing focus of people that fled to Hong Kong on their own
hometowns (Lin 2002: 71). Even though Hong Kong’s people have created an
own Hong Kong identity based on economic and political grounds in the past
decades, these place-based cultural ties and connections were not lost and even
became the source of cross-border (business) connections, which in their turn
helped Hong Kong to become a ‘global city’4.
Closely linked to the functioning of the lineage is the establishment
of regional associations (tongxianghui 同鄉會). Regional associations have
been set up by people from the same lineage living in Hong Kong since
the mid-19th century. Despite several changes of strategy throughout the
centuries, their aim was and is to help ‘fellow-regionals’ bond with each other
and to keep regional consciousness alive by facilitating contact between the
members and their guxiang (Sinn 1997: 376-377). Elizabeth Sinn concludes
from her assessment of these associations that “while [regional associations]
help to express the migrant’s love and concern for the guxiang, they must also
constantly reconfirm his native place identity and reinforce his loyalty. In other
words, they do, and must continue to make the guxiang relevant.” (Sinn 1997:
397). To put it differently, the social connections that exist through regional
associations still play a large role in determining where people go to when they
cross the border today.

Conclusion
When looking at such a case as Hong Kong we learn some things concerning
the way we think about our perception of space and how this is changing.
A very popular way to look at space is from the global perspective. Places
seem to be linked so closely to each other that only the links themselves give
4
For more on this culturally determined attachment to the hometown as the historical basis of
business connections between Hong Kong and mainland China see Williams 2004.
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meaning to those places. We see that borders seem to mean less in a world
dictated by market forces. When focusing on the border between Hong Kong
and mainland China we might feel that globalisation is bringing a region
together across a man-made border. But, when we look more closely we also
see that social structure plays a major role in the allocation of people across
that border. People might be encouraged to cross the border due to socioeconomic changes related to the growing global connections of Hong Kong,
but this does not entirely determine where they go to and it also does not
entirely explain why they go where they go. People cannot be seen without
the relations they have with other people; they are not merely economical and
independent entities. The relationships they share with others determine the
way they perceive the space they live in and how they deal with the space
they live in. These relationships will always be mainly built on interaction with
the people that surround them at the same place where they live. And places
are different from each other and have different characteristics. The meanings
that people from a certain place attach to new processes such as globalisation
are therefore being articulated through existing resources of meaning that the
people in that particular place have developed together over time. By looking
into these processes we can understand the dynamics between the Hong Kong
and mainland China border better than when we only consider the economic
and political environmental changes of globalisation. Hong Kong shows us that
borders that exist in a political or physical sense may not always exist in a social
sense. Cross-border activity between Hong Kong and mainland China is for a
large part due to globalisation, but is at the same time regulated through and
shaped by already existing local cultural ties that crossed the border long before
the economic globalisation began. People’s identity is not as much formed by
the homogenising effects of a global culture, but by the local characteristics of
their own social space. Hong Kong’s people act and move within the parameters
of their own culture, and use local ties to accommodate the economic changes
that are taking place at this moment in Hong Kong as a ‘global city’.
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‘Stick Out Your Tongue’: A Banned Book on
the Health of a Nation
By Manya Koetse

	
  

Stick Out Your Tongue, originally Stick Out Your Tongue Or You’ll Have Nothing1,
by Ma Jian, was first published in China in 1987. The book, a collection of
five short stories, depicts Tibet in an exotic and sexualised way, evoking strong
reactions from both Chinese and Tibetan people. The printing of Stick Out
Your Tongue (SOYT) led to the “Ma Jian Affair”, which is called one of the
biggest scandals in modern Chinese literature (Schiaffini 2004: 37). The book
was instantly banned by the government. The writer, Ma Jian, went into exile.
He is now living in England.
SOYT was targeted as a “vulgar, obscene” and anti-nationalistic
novel, that, according to the Chinese government, “defames the image of our
Tibetan compatriots” (Lovett 2006). The heated reactions to SOYT reveal a
deep connection between nationalism and literature. This article explores the
relationship between the Chinese nation and literature. The main argument
elaborated here is that SOYT is not an anti-nationalistic book per se; it is
merely a novel that goes against the way China “thinks the nation”, to speak
1

Chinese title: liang chu ni de she tou huo kong kong- dang dang 亮出你的舌头或空空荡荡
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in Benedict Anderson’s terms (Anderson 1983: 28). An essential remark is the
one by Ma himself, who states that to idealize the Tibetans is to deny them
their humanity (Ma 1987: 89).

China & literature
Every nation has its own literature. “Literature” is mostly seen as an established
body of classics; an evolving canon of acknowledged masterpieces (Damrosch
2003). What “literature” means, and what kind of works the canon consists
of, depends on the nation and its culture. A big part of the Western concept
of “literature”, for example, evolves around fiction. In the Chinese traditional
concept of literature, however, there has been little room for fiction. According
to Chinese literary tradition, history is the embodiment of the highest truth.
For centuries, fiction was never part of the Chinese canon (Idema and Haft
1996).
For over 3000 years literature has played an important role in Chinese
society. It is still a significant part of Chinese culture. An integral aspect of
Chinese literary tradition is the inseparable relation between literature and
politics. In dynastic times, people saw the state of society as a reflection of the
ruler. Since literature and society are closely connected, the conditions of the
nation’s literature were also seen as a mirror of the ruler. Literature actually
served the emperor. Therefore, it was common practice to censor or ban literary
works that did not stroke with the government’s line of thinking (Idema and
Haft 1996). The traditional notion of “literature” is of great significance here,
since it forms the root of the modern Chinese conception of literature.
The year 1912 marked the end of the Chinese dynasties. The period
in between this year and the official commencement of the PRC in 1949 is a
tumultuous time that meant a lot for Chinese literary reforms. With the end of
the examination system in 1905 and the eradication of classical language, a new
canon of literary works started to be formed. Fictional works were also included
in the canon. A new mainstream literature was firmly established by 1920. The
controllers of this new canon were the new intellectuals, who worked together
with the state by producing politically acceptable work (McDougall&Louie
1997). Later on, however, the gap between intellectuals and the government
became almost unbridgeable. Writers who did not propagate communism in
their work were accused of being enemies of the nation. During the Cultural
Revolution (1966-1976), there were only 126 books that were officially approved
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for publishing (Lan Yang 1998). After Mao’s death in 1976, China had to
re-discover its national identity. The confusion and insecurity that came with
this process was especially noticeable in the literary world. The government
constantly changed its policies on literature and censorship. In 1989 the debate
over the government’s influence on freedom of speech and writing reached a
boiling point on Tian’anmen Square, where thousands of students demanded
change. After the protest was violently suppressed by the Party, many writers
fled the country.
At present, Chinese guidelines on literature are still very ambivalent.
As Ma Jian remarks: “It’s the same today. A publisher and his family could be
destroyed because of a single word (…). There are no official do’s and don’ts”
(Hui 1996). After a long period of time, authorities still preside over literary
circles. Even so, resistance to governmental restraints has never ceased to exist.

Nationalism & literature
Historicism has since long dominated discussions of the nation as a cultural
force. Literature, however, has also proved to grant powerful perspectives
into the study of nations, since literature is not only an important vehicle for
nationalism, but nationalism also serves as a significant vehicle for literature.
This nation-literature dyad brings fruitful insights into both the study of
nationalism as the study of literature.
The concept of nation recurrently serves as a symbolic force to literature.
The nation has become a system of cultural signification, and is frequently used
as a metaphor in literary works. On the other hand, national culture is also
formed through national narrative. It is exactly those traditions of literature
that turn the nation into such a powerful idea (Bhabha 1990). In Imagined
Communities (1983), Benedict Anderson points out the strong connection
between nationalism and printed literature. According to Anderson, the world is
made up of “imagined communities” that we call “nations”. They are “imagined”
because the members of a nation, no matter how small or how big, will never
know nor meet all of its members. Yet, in the minds of the people, they feel
somehow connected to all of these “strangers”, and they share the idea that
they somehow belong together. Anderson shows that nationalism actually is a
product of “print capitalism” (novels and newspapers), since printed language
as a commodity provided a way to represent the nation (or, as Anderson sees
it: the kind of imagined community that is the nation). Through shared print
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language, people could start “thinking the nation” and imagine themselves
being part of a bigger community. Language is key in the formation of the
imagined nation, since language enables people to identify with each other. In
this way, the Chinese transition from the use of classical language to normal
vernacular (baihua) has been essential in turning literature into a vehicle for
nationalism.
The Chinese literary canon is specifically formed to represent a sense
of nationalism, since the government is closely involved in the literary world.
“Canon” is a metaphorical notion, since it refers to the collection of highly
regarded literary works that assume a different appearance at different moments
in different situations and for different groups of people. An important function
of the national canon is that it represents the national identity; national
literature is the mirror of the specific character of a nation (Corse 1997; Van
Dijk 1999). The national canon thus helps “think” the identity of the nation.
The particular construction of this identity differs per nation.
In the twentieth century, the building of China’s national identity has
especially been focused on the quest for a cohesive national political entity and
culture that enables China to stand up to the West and become an important
player in the international field (Lovell 2009). Part of a cohesive national
culture is a clear idea on what “literature” is. The government pursues to set a
unified culture by censoring or banning literary works it does not approve of,
and which do not fit their image of what “literature” is. SOYT is an example
of this practice. In short, China sets one (literary) culture as the hegemonic
culture. Hegemonic culture in this way also generates a hegemonic nationalism,
resulting in there only being one way to express nationalism. We therefore
generally speak of “nationalism”, and not of “nationalisms”.

SOYT & Tibet
What does it actually mean to “stick out your tongue”? Sticking out one’s
tongue is not directly or obviously connected to Ma’s novel or his story, and yet
the title stands out on the cover of the book. It can be logically assumed that
Ma uses the title to summarise the message conveyed by the book. Sticking out
the tongue is a method used by Chinese doctors to diagnose a patient’s health
condition. According to Fatima Wu (2006), Ma uses this expression similarly,
since he sees Tibet as a spiritual haven in which he will be able to find salvation.
Differing from Wu’s perspective, there is another way to explain the title. It
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is very probable that the “health” to which Ma refers, is not his own, but the
Chinese nation’s.
Stick Out Your Tongue resumes where Red Dust (1983), Ma’s first book,
left off. For SOYT, the author travelled to Tibet to write about his experiences.
Ma explains how he sought spiritual clarity and deeper insights into Buddhist
faith. Whilst he expected to find a soulful place where life was simple and idyllic,
he found a surrendered people living in unrecognisable poverty. Temples lay in
ruins and Tibetan monks seemed to chase economic dreams instead of spiritual
ones (Ma 1987: 82). His image of Tibet was crushed. SOYT is the result of the
realisation that Tibet is not some spiritual paradise on earth. It is a dream-like
novel that sketches a dark image of remote grasslands and dilapidated temples;
a secretive, haunted place. One scene in the book provides a gruesome and
detailed description of a Tibetan sky burial where the human corpse is cut into
pieces and placed on a mountaintop in order for birds of prey to pick at the dead
flesh. The human bones are crushed after vultures have completely devoured
the flesh and organs of the corpse. Although not widespread anymore, this
ritual is still practised in Tibet. Other stories in SOYT elaborate on incest, rape
and murder.
SOYT enraged the Chinese and the Tibetans. The Tibetans accused Ma
of being ignorant and disrespectful (Schiaffini 2004). This episode, which was
called the “Ma Jian Affair”, ended with the government immediately banning
the book, declaring it was obscene and pornographic. Ma’s harsh stories about
Tibet did not cohere with the way China “thinks” its nation. Tibet is part of
China, and, as expressed by the government, Ma’s novel defamed the image of
its Tibetan compatriots (Lovett 2006). Homi Bhabha notes:
Counter-narratives of the nation that continually evoke and erase
its totalising boundaries – both actual and conceptual – disturb those
ideological manoeuvres through which ‘imagined communities’ are
given essentialist identities (Bhabha 1990: 300).
Stick Out your Tongue can be viewed as a “counter-narrative” that
disturbs the image of the nation as China would like to see it.
The Tibet-China conflict remains a sensitive issue in China and beyond.
The clash over Tibet’s status has actually been one over history (Sperling 2004).
Instead of seeing Tibet as a place of conflict, corruption and civil wars, many
would rather see Tibet as a mythical place of peace and harmony. That is why
ideology has always been the main reason for protests in the Tibet-China
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conflict (Zizek 2008). Tibet is a holy place in the images of people. In reality,
Lhasa has become a polluted city that is comparable to many other Chinese
places. According to Ma, the Chinese government has now discovered that
spreading economic prosperity to Tibet is more effective than machine-guns
and army tanks (Ma 88). In the after word of SOYT, Ma Jian notes how not
only the Chinese, but also the Western world idealises Tibet:
The need to believe in an earthly paradise, a hidden utopia where men
live in peace and harmony, seems to run deep among those who are
discontented with the modern world. Westerners idealize Tibetans as
gentle, godly people untainted by base desires and greed. But in my
experience, Tibetans can be as corrupt and brutal as the rest of us. To
idealise them is to deny them their humanity (89).
This is what Ma Jian aims at by using the idea of “sticking out your tongue”.
A nation cannot be healthy when sicknesses and flaws are hidden from view.
By figuratively sticking out one’s tongue, and revealing one’s weak spots and
defects, the nation becomes more humane and healthy. Through the depiction
of Tibet as a place where people also defecate, curse, steal, rape and kill, he
makes Tibet “just like the rest of us”, and thus makes it one with China. Tibet
should not be untouchable. As an untouchable and dreamlike idea, Tibet is not
a real part of the nation.
SOYT is not an anti-nationalistic book. It is a book about a writer who
discovers that Tibet is not a place of spiritual awakening, but a place where
human conditions can be as ugly as anywhere else. It is not purposed to be a
political attack on China. It is a perspective on humanity and truth.

Nationalistic Literature?
Although it has been said that SOYT is an anti-nationalist work, it could
actually be considered a nationalistic one, since it “thinks” and narrates the
nation, with the health of the Chinese nation in mind. It is, however, not the
kind of nationalism envisaged by the government. This reveals that there is a
difference in what ”nationalism” means in the margins of narration and at the
centre of politics.
Tibet is often perceived as the “Other” to China. As the China-Tibet
conflict has never been fully dissolved, the cultures of Tibet and China remain
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particularly different. By depicting Tibet as a place that is not especially pretty,
Ma diminishes the contrasts between China and Tibet. As Bhabha remarks:
“The ‘Other’ is never outside or beyond us; it emerges forcefully, within cultural
discourse, when we think we speak most intimately and indigenously ‘between
ourselves’” (Bhabha 1990: 4). Ma, as a Han writer, embeds the Other, Tibet,
in national culture by showing that it is ultimately human, and therefore also
ultimately Chinese. The government, however, does not share this vision.
SOYT is a resistance to cultural supremacy. It was earlier noted how
China sets one culture as the hegemonic one, and in doing so, sets one type
of nationalism. In Nation and Narration (1990), Bhabha notes how certain
traditions of writing attempt to construct narratives of the imaginary of the
nation-people. In this way it actually destroys the national culture, since it is
attempted to hark back to the past and culture of all the people in one nation
to one “true” national past, which is often represented in stereotypes. SOYT
breaks with this tradition, and therefore is banned from China’s literature. On
the other hand it is also the reason why one could say it adds something to the
nation. It gives an alternative to the propagated way of describing the nation.
And so, one could consider SOYT as part of the national literature; representing
the nation in its own, unique way.
To speak with the words of Fredric Jameson, “the telling of the
individual story and the individual experience cannot but ultimately involve the
whole laborious telling of the collectivity itself ” (cited in Bhabha 1990: 292).
In other words, Ma tells an individual story that essentially tells the collective
story of the nation.
Because of the commotion surrounding the “Ma Jian Affair” in the
late 1980s, Chinese literature about Tibet and Tibetan stories rapidly became
a focus of attention in literary circles (Schiaffini 2006). In this way, although
banned from China, SOYT has still served an important purpose in China’s
national literature: to involve a marginalised Tibet in the literary discourse that
is at the core of the nation.

Conclusion
The fierce reactions of Tibetan and Chinese people to SOYT and the banning
of the book itself reveal the close connection between the Chinese nation and
literature. SOYT does not suit the way the way the Chinese, or the Tibetans for
that matter, would like to imagine themselves, and therefore is denied a part in
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the literary canon of China.
The fire that SOYT has raised has not been extinguished by its expulsion
from China. SOYT lives on beyond the borders of China and in the underground
circuits of the nation. At a certain point it will be evident that the imaginative
is changing; there cannot just be one culture, one kind of nationalism, or one
type of literature. To speak with Bhabha’s words: “those imagined communities
that played on the unisonant boundaries of the nation are singing with different
voices” (319). If enough writers, like Ma, keep sticking out their tongues, it will
eventually benefit the “health” of the Chinese nation. Ma has stuck out his
tongue and has shown that being sick or being ugly is also part of Tibet, and
thus also part of China. The original title of the book is Stick Out Your Tongue,
Or You’ll Have Nothing. If nobody “sticks out his tongue”, and different voices
are left silenced in the margins of society, we are only left with an empty idea of
the nation; an “imagined” nation that is not real. This ultimately, indeed, leaves
us with absolutely nothing.
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